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Adams Road Children’s Centre was established in 1991 to cater for the many families moving into the developing estates
of Craigmore, which has now continued into Blakeview Grove and Blake’s Crossing. We are a full time centre offering 15
hours per week of Preschool, structured as 2 full days (8:30-3:15) and one alternating half day (8:30-11:30) each fortnight.
Staffing for 2016 entitlement was 1 Director, 2 Teachers and 2 ECW + Universal access as well as termly preschool
support and bilingual workers. Enrolments are at capacity and an application to increase capacity from 100 to 110 was
granted due to neighboring preschools also being full.
Our 2016 staff team has been very successful. We started the year with a new director, Tahlia Eckert (Acting Director) and
new full time ECW Michaela Harrison taking on the full time position that was open after Wendy McKnight's retirement.
Michaela is an experienced and skilled ECW who brings knowledge and experience to our staff team. Our full time teacher
was Tina Henderson in Term 1, who then took some time off due to illness. Tina was replaced with Naomi Foster full time
who is a new graduate teacher bringing enthusiasm and a caring, gentle nature to our centre. Using the Universal access
teacher we created the role of early intervention. Early intervention is a very important role at our site working with children
that require more explicit teaching, support, exposure, questioning and role modeling. Our early intervention teacher also
worked explicitly with children that were high achievers and extended their learning where possible. Our preschool support
worker was Sue Cruickshank, a skilled ECW in speech/language support and all round skilled ECW. Our staff continuing
their ongoing service at the site include Casey Lam and Sue Greig who have worked a number of years providing
education and care for the students in our community. This year has been a year of great progress and improvement for
Adams Road Children’s Centre with the introduction of Bush kindy at Para Wirra Conservation park. Parents take their
children to Bush Kindy where children are involved in nature play at its best climbing trees, bug hunts, making cubbies,
mud, rain, wind, sun, bush walks, reading maps, learning about wildlife and being inquisitive and gaining confidence in
another setting. Feedback provided has been really positive and the children talk about it back at kindy with peers. The
Bush kindy program will continue in 2017.

Governing Council 2016
Kia Ennett Chairperson, Shelley Enders Secretary, Ayesha Rahaman Secretary, Katrina Zwarts Treasurer, Joanna Jones
Member, Crystal Carthew Member, Renee Foster Member.
It was great to have some new Governing Council members join us for 2016, with our chair and treasurer staying on for
another year . The council were very passionate about their children and the Centre and played a key role in our
curriculum content, decision making, fundraising and supported the directions of our centre this year. Our Governing
Council has worked well as a team and each member has been really supportive to our learning community. Key decisions
were made to further enhance the learning and development of all the children, the structure of our days were modified to
provide smaller group times, which enable more explicit teaching and learning opportunities. We included Bush Kindy into
our program every alternate Wednesdays from 8.30- 11.30 at Para Wirra Conservation park with lots of exploring, risk
taking, conversations and questioning happening. This was successfully implemented by the wonderful dedicated staff and
parents. With enthusiasm, the Governing Council ran several fundraisers to enable the kindy to purchase further resources
and play equipment for the children's enjoyment and development.
Excursion days to swimming, kindergym and visits to Patch Theatre and Para Wirra were enjoyed by both staff and
children. Christmas Concert was planned as a whole group this year and held in the Joan Haren Hall at the school, this
enabled a fantastic turn out with lots of excited children and families dressed up and ready to perform the songs we had
been practicing. At the end of 2016 we farewelled 110 children with a Graduation ceremony, at which each child was
presented with a Graduating Certificate. We wish the children well as they move on to school in 2017.

2016 staff continued to collaborate with developing a quality improvement plan. Summary of our Quality improvement plan
was displayed in the Centre for parents and community to read. Staff had regular opportunities to reflect on QIP progress
and evaluate future directions. Ongoing evaluation and self-review will continue in 2017 to include areas to extend and
embed practices. QA1-.Improvements to communication methods including notice boards, floor book and implementing a
Facebook private closed group. Positive feedback through Governing Council and parent surveys were received about this
initiative. Child focused planning and programming was further developed throughout the year including staff using
individual learning plans sent home to collect information about children’s strengths, needs and interests. We introduced
the literacy and numeracy indicators through learning stories and collected data on all children. Data collected showed
distanced travelled with clear areas of strengths and weaknesses. Spontaneous and child initiated experience
complimented the child focuses curriculum. QA2A range of initiatives into improving health outcomes including following
our healthy eating policy, sustainability projects including planting our vegetable garden, fruit trees, produce to plate
cooking activities with a more regular plan to continue embedding cooking into the curriculum throughout 2017.Staff
worked together to audit equipment for safety and equipment was repaired or replaced when suitable. The site funded 1
activity per term including swimming lessons, kindergym as well as the Dancify program throughout the year. Providing
opportunities for all children to be physically active was very important feedback followed up from parent feedback,
Governing Council discussions as well as our AEDC data. These programs will continue throughout 2017 with plans to
incorporate more physical activities into the planned curriculum.QA3- We purchased new scrap bins to encourage children
to compost their food scraps, which provided food for the chicken's etc... New cabinetry was purchased to provide an area
where staff can prepare art activities with the children. The room previously used for occasional care was converted into a
group time and learning space to cater for smaller groups times and areas to rest to extend children's learning and support
well-being. QA4-Regular staff meetings were a key focus during this year. Providing adequate time for programming
decisions, QIP progress, information sharing and evaluation of practices. We also introduced a reflection time at the end of
each day to discuss children's learning, important information and observations throughout the day. This had a profound
effect of staff collaboration and relationships and provided opportunities for the new staff to participate in the team. Staff
attended PDP meetings and worked with a written plan. QA5- In collaboration with the Uleybury Partnership Adams Road
participated in the “Student Commissions” working towards improving children's oral language skills, developing a growth
mind set, questioning, deep thinking and intellectual stretch. QA6- Transition was a big success this year working closely
with Playford and Catherine McAuley we were able to be involved in hands on play based transition times. Children
enrolled at their corresponding school could once a week attend lessons and discovery learning times with their peers and
receptions in the classroom setting. QA7- Establishing a team of educators that were consistence proved to be a major
factor into the well-being of both educators and peers. Consistency enabled children to gain confidence as well as
developing strong relationships where they felt safe and supported.

As the area is continuing to grow and families moving in and out of the area we were at full capacity all 4 terms throughout
2016. Families move around a lot in this area so when children left the centre we were able to fill their spots straight away
with children in the local area on our waiting list. We also had 4 children leave kindy at the end of term 2 to school.

Improvements to our timetable and forming set groups, lead to improved attendance through consistency of children
attending in the same group (Blue Group or Yellow Group). Parent and community participation contributed to the success
of 2016 including Governing Council Participation, Volunteers for cooking activities, Bush kindy, excursions and
fundraisers. Relationships with our neighbouring school sites were further developed in 2016, with opportunities for the
kindergarten to be involved in discovery learning sessions with the JP class at Playford School and Catherine McAuley
school. We also made regular visits to the school library to participate in literacy activities with the librarian. These
experiences throughout the year supported a smooth transition for children as they prepared for school. Families enroling
for 2017 had heard about our transition process to school and wanted their children to have the same.

Quality of teaching and learning- Families that completed the survey overall believe their child receives high quality
teaching at preschool with over 60% strongly agreeing and supporting comments included " i have loved the amount and
variety of learning experiences this preschool offers. They think outside the square, are very approachable educators and
have relationships with the children and their families"
Supporting and learning- Families were once again very positive with very high percentages with strongly agreeing with
the support we provide. Comments from the survey include " i am constantly amazed by the imaginations of the carers to
come up with new ideas for fun learning. My child always comes home full of stories about his kindy day".
Relationships and communication- 81% of families surveyed feel welcome at this preschool, 69% feel comfortable to
approach teachers to talk about children's progress and 81% feel if they had concerns or suggestions, that the preschool
would respond appropriately. Supporting comments include " The teachers/helpers etc. are great with all the kids,
communication re my kids has always been great." "Excellent communication and friendly welcoming people and that’s
what makes this kindy shine". Families also provided feedback that "Facebook has been a great way to communicate with
families, I love looking on there everyday to see what my child has been doing throughout the day".
Parents comments- Leadership and Decision Making- Families are confident in the way the preschool is managed and
81% of families believe the preschool is always looking for ways to improve what it does. Families provided comments "
The kindy is well organised and I have faith in the kindy's planning and leadership. Parents are given the opportunity to be
involved if they wish".
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Our staff are all very passionate about early childhood all who provide the children with so many
fantastic learning opportunities. Ideas, skills and range of activities provided for children are set up to
engage children in a variety of ways to develop literacy and numeracy skills. Staff explicitly and
incidentally interacted with children at these activities to stretch their thinking through asking
questions,encouraging trial and error and role modeling. We used the literacy and numeracy
indicators to assess, plan and observe children's learning. We also collected data termly to show
distance travelled and areas needing more exposure.

All children had improved in some way in
areas where data was collected. All
outcomes will continue to be built on and
extended in 2017.

Staff worked in small groups with children to support a range of skill development from fine motor,
literacy, numeracy, play skills, speech and language and social interaction. Small group activities
were a positive addition to the preschool program and will be further developed and embedded in
2017.

Children working in small groups with
intervention workers and support workers
made significant progress throughout the
year in most areas.

Using the Universal Access funding to include an early intervention worker to work with children with
additional language needs and dialect. This enables children to work one on one with staff and in
small groups with other children more often. Providing an early intervention worker allows children to
have more explicit teaching times either developing skills or extension. Also providing a bilingual
worker enables children to understand in their own language and have a role model in English.

Children working in small groups with
intervention worker and support worker
enabled growth in several areas including
language, problem solving and
communicating skills.

